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taEVER Silly batson,

FAMOUS BOV NEWSCASTER,

SAYS THE WORD'SHAZAM* HE

IS MIRACULOUSLY CHANGED

INTO POWERFUL CAPTAIN
MARVEL, THE WORLDS
MIGHTIEST MORTAL, WHO
COMBINES IN HIS MAGNIFICENT

PHYSIWE THE POWERS OF
SIX OF THE MIGHTIEST HEROES

OF ALL TIME .'

IPhe world of the future
lies in the air/ how often
we have heard mem proclaim

this to be true / but twi5 is

the story ofa man who really

believed it, and who, wfth the
help of mi6hty captain
marvel. brought a fan-

tastic dream to reality

when he founded
* AlRTOWN,

U.S.A. 1
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CAPT. MARVEL

I'M ASKINS FDR PIONEERS TO J

HELP ME BUILD AND DEVELOP A
TOWN UNLIKE ANV YOU'VE EVER
SEEN / ,4 72W/V THAT FLOATS /U
THE/IKf I'M ASKING FOR
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR

AIRTOWN,
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AND SOON, AFTER SUV'S BRO£>-

CAST IS OVER...

W THE RXLOWNS WEEKS, *

AWO WOCE IMMIGRANTS ARE
WELO^D TO AIRTOWJ /
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JUST BECAUSE THEY DOIT APPRECIATE
THE ROTT- EC- 1 MEAN THE LOVELY
HOUSES I BUILD, THEY TREAT «E UKE
THIS.' IT ISN'T FAIR.' AFTER ALL--
BUSINESS IS BUSINESS/ WW SHOULD

THEY /HAKE
FUN OF MY

OOSLY, AW DEAR,
IT'S TIME I TOLD
YOU the; TRUTH/
MY FATHER—AND
HIS FATHER BEFORE
HIM ALWAYS SAIP
IT-.- NOTHING

CAN IMPEOVE THE"
LOOKS OF A TRUE

,

SOW0061E/
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GrATE* AS THE CHARTERED BUS CARCflNtS

THE HILTON EARLE PERFORMERS. GOES
DOWN A LOW ELY RCAD
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ABSENT-MINDEDNESS
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"Co voter unperstanp/ those
FORMULAE EEPRESENT THE WORK Of
A LIFETIME / ANP THAT'S THE
COPV r WVE W THE WOBlO I IT'LL
TAKE ME yEARS TO WRITE THEM

ALL DOWN A6AIN —
EVEN IF I CAN 1

•
J PEMEMBEE TWEA1

HH^^^^^^V- - ALL

.7

TOO LATE / THE A£lP Pl$50LVEP
THE BOOK mVO A S066V MESS
Of- PAPER / we roftmtlAS AJU

LOSTMtiV&t /
NOT AT

ALL, Oe.vyVAN
.

IN THE HW SECONP6 gEfOfE
THE ACID IOOK EFFECT I WAS
ABLE TO 6LAN6E THEOU&H
THE BOOK AND MEMORIZE
THE FORMULAS / &£T A
PENCIL MPiMU
i& mma? men-WW
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ANDBACK AGAIN
ANOTHER JIM WISE "P-F" SPORTS STORY
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o WANDERING WORLD.
O O QJON JARL Adventure

By Eando Binder

JON JARL DIDN'T BELIEVE his
eyes at first. He was cruising toward

Pluto, outermost pJanet of the solar system,
on a routine mission for the Space Patrol.
Beyond Pluto there was nothing, just
empty space and remote stars.

But Jon Jar! had just seen another world
out there!
And a quick cflmpuiation showed it was

moving into the solar system at great
fipfeed, A wandering world from space!
Where had u come from' What strange
mystery was this?

Radioing the sensational discovery to
fc»adquarters. Lieutenant Jarl was told to
land on the new world immediately and
investigate. As he drummed near he saw
that it was a planet about half the size of
J£*rcfe Itt surface seemed completely
frozen ever from us long journey through
frigid outer space, unwarmed by any sun.
jen landed on a smooth sheet of iciness
and stepped out in his space suit.

But the "ice" was not frozen water. It
was froren air—oxygen, nitrogen and car-,
ben dj oxide And as the planet hurtled
inward toward the sun, steamy vapors
began to arise and liquid air rapidly
began evapcrating, forming an atmosphere.
The change was almost magically fast, for
only at extreme low temperatures of minus
200 degrees can air remain frozen.
By the time Jon had climbed a iow hili

to look around, the atmosphere had be-
come dense enough for him to open his
helmet visot and breathe it in, cold but
satisfying. Compressed space suit air was
always musty and flat.

At the top of the hill, Jon swung his
eyes around. Had this world ever been
inhabited ? It seemed wild and barren in
all directions. But Jon suddenly shaded
his eyes and then broke into a run.
On the horizon he had seen—a city.
When Jon arrived, the last traces of

frozen air were vanishing in the city
streets. Jon was amazed by two things
One was that the city was remarkably
similar to Earth cities, Second was that
it was perfectly preserved and unharmed.
Like extinct animals preserved in ice, the
city had been preserved in a coating of
frozen air. probably for ages.

But what about the people? There was
not a sign of a body around. And then
Jon saw a huge arrow which pointed down,
with enigmatic writing on it. Jon guessed
that the unknown message said to follow
the arrow. Excited nbw, Jon went down
winding stone stairs, down and down. Deep
underground, beneath the city, he came
to a massive metal door with a huge handle.
Again an arrow pointed to this. Jon had
to use all his strength, but he finally tugged
the heavy door open. Inside, he gasped.

It was a gigantic stone vault, built to
last for ages, and within lay row upon row
of bodies. The people of the city! Were
they dead or in suspended animation? Jon
saw the answer as the warmer outside air
filtered into the cold vault. One of the
bodies stirred, moaned, and sat up. And
soon, all the people woke from their
strange sleep.

Jon switched on his telepathy translator,
built into his helmet, and spoke to a tall

man who stumbled forward with eager
gratitude. The telepathy translator in-
stantly sent his thought-words to the man
in his own language. "Where did your
world come from?" Jon asked. "And why
did it drift through empty space?"

TTHE MAN'S ANSWER was a strange
story. "Ages ago—how long we'll never

know—our world had its own sun and our
civilization flourished. But a terrible
catastrophe visited us. Another sun struck
ours and both of them hurtled off into
space—leaving our world without a sun!
We had a few months warning and were
able ro build these underground vaults
under all our cities. I will send men to
open the other vaults,"

"Then as the cold of space hit you," Jdn
reasoned, "you all went into suspended
animation."

"Yes," nodded the revived man. "It was
our only hope. We knew that our sunless
world would freeze utterly and drift
through space for untold eons of time'.
But we hoped that someday—somehow

—

our world would again dtift close to an-
other sun And so it has happened—thank
the stars!" ,
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Jon was puzzled as they went to the

city above. For now the wandering world
wat passing Pluto already. "You aren't just

drifting—you're moving at terrific speed

into our solar system. But then, our solar

system has a speed of 20 miles a second

toward the star Vega. I think instead of

your drifting toward us. we caught up
with you ! But it amounts to the same

Jon suddenly shot out his hand, smiling

"Welcome to the solar system! We have

nine planets already, but there'* always
room for more !"

WHEN HE REPORTED to headquar-
ters by radio, Jon was told to stay

on the new world as Earth's representative,

to give them any aid or information they

needed. In the following dnys, Jon wit-

nessed the unforgettable drama of a world
resuming life after countless centuries of

frozen sleep. The cities once again hum-
med with activity. Machines began work-
ing. People resumed their jobs and lives

where they had been interrupted. It was
like a world of Rip Van Winkles!
But a worried frown grew in Jon's face.

The planet now passed the orbit of Nep-
tune and still kept going at unabated speed.

Jon spent long hours in astronaut ical

calculations and when he came to the end.

he groaned. "How can I tell them?" he
muttered. "How can I blast all their

hopes?"
But it had to be and Jon gave them the

staggering news. "Your world is going roo

fast through our solar system. You are still

too far away from the sun for its gravita-

tion to hold you. And that means—

"

Jon couldn't go on.

His friend's face had turned pale. "It

means." he whispered in a hollow dead
tone, "that we will simply plunge on
through your solar system into outer space
again! For a few brief days or weeks, we
will live and breathe and enjoy the warmth
of a son. And then—arrotTier eternity of the
dark eight of space."

Jo» f«tt infinite pity. He went over his

calculations again, but discovered no error.

Like a highspeed bullet or bomb of world
size, the wandering planet would go flash-

ing through the solar system without
pause.

"If only It would pass closer to the sun."

Jem murmured. "Then the sun's gravity

would grab it and hold it. But they'll miss
the aun by too wide a margin, at their

great speed, to be captured. And the only
other body, they will pass near is

Jupitar . .

Jon sat up. "Wait! Jupiter, the largest

planet, has a terrific gravitational pull. It

might capture this small world as a moon t*

But after checking, Jon kicked the wait
"No! It's going to miss Jupiter's pull. too.

The irony of it is that just a million miles

closer and Jupiter would grab it. If there

were only some way of turning this planet

. . . just a fraction of a degree . .
."

A mad light came into Jon's eyes. "I'm
going to do it!"

Was Lieutenant Jon Jarl setting himself
an impossible task—to move a world?

But it was all there on paper. The wan-
dering world was still 500 million miles

from Jupiter. If it moved just a fraction

of a degree off its present course, that liny

"error" would multiply into a million miles

by the time it neared Jupiter. A million

miles closer to the giant planet, and within

range of its mighty pull!

It was 24 hours later that Jon Jarl came
pushing the giant meteor with his rocket

ship. In 24 hours, straining his motor to

the limit, Jon had succeeded in building

up the velocity of the meteor toward the

new world. All else was ready. Jon had
warned the people of the world-shaking

thud to come, which might create damage
in their cities. But it was the lesser of evils.

Jon gave one last push and then spun
his ship away. The meteor kept going,

straight to the uninhabited spot Jon haa
picked. It flamed down through the atmos-

phere and struck with an impact greater

than that with which any meteor had ever

struck Earth. And it was known that giant

meteors had affected Earth's orbital motion
to the slight but measurable degree of mak-
ing eclipses of the moon a few thousandths

of a second off.

The planet hurtled on. seemingly un-

affected by the tiny jolt. But actually, it

had veered slightly. And days later, it was
a million miles closer to great Jupiter.

Then, as though yanked short by an in-

visible rope, the wandering world spun
into an ellipse, caught fast by Jupiter's

enormous gravitati on.

|?AR OFF IN HIS SHIP, observing, Jon
Jarl relaxed. Before he fell back in a

dead sleep, he grinned and muttered,

"Jupiter has 12 other moons. So what docs
one more or less matter?"

THE END

J(ty JARL ieiZI RafMurd you with hu
exploita in the future in every issue of

CAPTAty MARVEL ADVENTURES!
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HAND OUT ONLY
20 PHOTO ENLARGEMENT

COUPONS FREE!
Choice of Lady's or
Man's Watch

OF A WRIST WATCH

JS Birthstone RING PL*

WRIST
WATCH GIVEN

Just for helping us get acquainted with twenty new cus-
tomers, we will send both your beautiful Ring and your

cnoice of a smart, new, imported Swiss movement, Lady's Wrisf Watch
or dependable- Man', Wrist Watch. You simply hand out or mail only
20 snapshot and photo Enlargement Coupons FREE to neighbors and relatives
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^ WHAT A TRADER! It'll be worth at least 2 for 1

when you swap wiih the other neighborhood kids!

/BIG! 26 pages in all. You'll read and re-read this

full-coior comic book from cover to cover!

SEND NO MONEY! NOTHING TO BUY! This

book U a Rift from Arnold, Schwinn & Company
and your local Schwinn dealer.

/EXCITING! Swell comics! Stories of death-defying

bicycle racing and stunting! Thrills galore!

The Schwinn Quality

al is on every Schwinn-

uilt bicycle. Look for it.

JUST MAIL THIS
COUPON WOW.'

Arnold, Schwinn & Company
1758 E N. Kildare Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois

Please send me a FREF. copy of The Schwinn

Bicycle Comic Boot.

ST1EET

TOWN

I STATE

With the boys and girls of America— real
'

Experts"— It's Schwinn by 4 to 1

!


